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It stands facing the basement wall covered 
in dust. Paint spatters the once gilded frame 
and the canvas is grimy. It is a forgotten 
piece of artwork, lost to the church 
basement, relegated to decades of storage. 
Do you have forgotten paintings or other 
fine art items tucked away in basements 
and storage closets? Fine art gifts of 
gratitude bestowed upon churches 
throughout the decades from parishioners 
touched by the care and support of the 
church can total up to hundreds of items. 
Oftentimes, these items are displayed for a 
period of time and then put into storage. 
Eventually the day arrives when personnel 
are instructed to clean out the basement or 
closet and these items silently disappear.

Fine Arts—Realizing 
Hidden Assets

Hidden Treasures
Helping churches understand the value of 
the property they have within their premises 
is vital to ensuring an accurate dollar amount 
on their balance sheets. In some cases, 
discovering that a piece of fine art is worth 
thousands of dollars may make the 
difference between whether or not the 
church thrives, especially in pressing 
economic times. And for organizations that 
are aware of their fine arts assets, having the 
correct insurance valuation goes hand-in-
hand with protecting these valuable assets.

Strengthen Your Financial Portfolio
Fine art appraisals are an integral part of a 
church’s asset management program and 
serve many useful purposes in 
strengthening an organization’s overall 
portfolio. Chicago-based MIR Appraisal 
Services, Inc. is an art appraisal company 
that has valued countless fine art pieces for 
both religious and secular clients 
nationwide. To help your organization 
understand the impact fine art items can 
have on your financial portfolio, MIR 
suggests taking the following actions:

1. Establish an awareness of the fine art 
assets you have and be on the lookout 
for new discoveries of fine art within  
your church; 

2. Maintain current fine art assets;

3. Understand what your fine art assets can 
provide; and 

4. Know how to put your fine art assets to 
work.

The first step is to create a list of potential 
fine art items that you would like an art 
appraiser to assess and then schedule a 
consultation with the appraiser to determine 
which items are of monetary value. Fine art 
items housed within religious organizations 
can include (but are not limited to):

• Stained glass windows

• Framed artwork (paintings, prints, etc.)

• Statuary

• Mosaics

• Vestments

• Antique furniture (pews, chairs, etc.)

• Monstrances

• Tabernacles

• Ecclesiastical chalices and vessels

• Chandeliers and sconces

• Wood carvings

• Religious icons and Reliquary

• Stations of the Cross

• Bibles, books, etc.

• Candlesticks and candelabras
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The information contained in this report was 
obtained from sources, which to the best of the 
writer’s knowledge are authentic and reliable. 
Arthur J. Gallagher Risk Management Services 
and Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. make no guarantee 
of results, and assume no liability in connection 
with either the information herein contained, or 
the safety suggestions herein made. Moreover, it 
cannot be assumed that every acceptable safety 
procedure is contained herein or that abnormal  
or unusual circumstances may not warrant or  
require further or additional procedures.

Type this in to your browser to 
access a 2010 Webinar on this topic 

(30 minutes in length)

www.ajg.com/dfmc 
(click on the WEBINAR tab on the left)
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• Fountains and fonts

• Private collections

One of the unique aspects of MIR Appraisal 
Services is that the art appraisers and 
researchers work together as a team when 
appraising fine art items. Director and 
Principal Art Appraiser, Farhad Radfar 
explains that having more than one set of 
eyes and experience involved in the process 
creates a more accurate final valuation. 

Once the fine art items are identified, schedule 
a consultation with an art appraiser to 
determine which items are of monetary value. 
In some cases, the consultation may unveil 
assets that were never considered before. In 
addition, taking the necessary steps to protect 
these items puts your organization in a 
position to collect the full replacement value, 
less your deductible, in the event of a claim, or 
to obtain a replaced item of equal, or under 
certain circumstances, greater value than the 
insurance claim. An onsite walk-through 
consultation with the art appraiser is 
recommended, however the consultation can 
also be initiated by emailing or mailing to the 
appraiser detailed images that include the 
item’s dimensions, maker’s marks, and the 
artist’s signature. 

After the fine art items are identified by the 
appraiser, the next step is to create a written 
appraisal report for those items. The types of 
appraisal reports include:

• Insurance Coverage/Claims (Retail 
Replacement Value)

• Collateral Asset (Fair Market Value)

• Liquidation (Fair Market Value)

• Charitable Tax Donation (Fair  
Market Value)

A Fair Market Value appraisal report is also 
important in helping to understand what 
your art assets can provide:

1. Charitable Tax Donation: Donate your 
appraised art assets to a charity/
non-profit to reduce your taxable income 
and/or lower your tax bill.

2. Liquidation: Realize your appraised art 
assets to settle your liabilities. For 
example, a church in Vermont discovered 
the value of a Tiffany stained glass 
window and sold it to continue the 
operation of a homeless shelter.

3. Collateral Asset: The appraised art 
collection can potentially be used as 
collateral depending on your bank’s 
policies.

Maintaining Fine Art Assets
After the appraisal is completed, it is 
important to maintain your fine art assets by 
making necessary repairs and storing or 
displaying these items in a safe environment 
so they do not lose their value. MIR 
Appraisal Services can provide clients with 
conservation services for restoring or 
stabilizing artwork. The restoration services 
also apply to organs, pianos and other 
musical instruments. 

To ensure that the valuations placed on your 
fine art items are accurate, art appraisals 
should be updated every 3-5 years.

Get Creative—Putting Your Art 
Collection to Work
An appraised art collection can serve as a 
living asset because when properly valued 

and maintained you can “put it to work” for 
your organization in a variety of ways:

• Set up church tours for public viewing of 
cultural landmarks

• Loan artwork to museums or galleries to 
promote the church as well as creating the 
potential for revenue in exchange for the loan

• Consider donating select items to a 
museum for a tax deduction

• Host fundraising events centered around 
the art

• Encourage donations and commissions 
through the use of current artwork/stained 
glass windows—expand the collection

• Promote congregational interaction using 
the art as a teaching tool, such as the 
practice of using stained glass windows to 
explain biblical stories

A Worthwhile Investment
Fine art has proven to be a timeless and 
valuable investment, its market withstanding 
even the toughest economic times. If your 
church contains fine art assets, it is 
important to document their values—even 
those items that may currently be tucked 
away in a basement or storage closet. Fine 
arts assets are sound investments and when 
properly maintained and valued, can help 
your organization in a time of need.

MIR Appraisal Services, Inc. has teamed up with Gallagher 

Bassett Appraisal Services to provide religious and 

non-profit clients with professional, precise fine arts 

appraisal services. MIR is lead by Principal Art Appraiser 

and Director Farhad Radfar, ISA AM. For more information 

on having a fine art appraisal conducted at your location, 

please contact Dave Thorpe, Assistant Vice President, 

Gallagher Bassett Appraisal Services at 630-285-3519 or 

send an e-mail to Dave_Thorpe@gbtpa.com.

THE RISKS
“There was an estimated 1.5 million 
fires, and the property loss due to fires 
was estimated at $15.5 billion in 2008.” 
U.S. Fire Administration

“Art theft is the third most lucrative 
criminal enterprise after drug 
trafficking and arms dealing.” 
Association for Research into Crimes 
Against Art (ARCA)


